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Offering spacious, intelligently designed interiors, stylish finishes and packed with extras such as ducted-air, high ceilings

and wide side access, this stunning, as-new McDonald Jones home showcases the absolute best of everything! Positioned

in a quiet street, on a near-level, easy-care block with wide side access, this home presents total convenience with local

shops, eateries, Universities and schools just minutes away.Designed and built without compromise, as soon as you step

inside you are immediately impressed by the quality and free-flowing layout that suits a multitude of family set-ups. Upon

entry, a private media room, complete with floor-to-ceiling windows and plantation shutters, is positioned away from the

other main living areas, so you can watch your favourite movie in peace. At the heart of the home, the sun-filled, open

living area features a designer kitchen is a real showstopper with masses of cabinetry, high-end appliances, a very

functional, double door pantry, plus a huge, stone-topped island bench which is perfect for entertainers. With a real focus

on indoor/outdoor living, sliding doors lead seamlessly out to an enormous, covered alfresco area, which flows out to a

level yard beyond, which offers a great space for those looking to enjoy the outdoors in total privacy and serenity. Back

inside, the grand, master bedroom suite offers a sanctuary away from the rest of the home and with a huge, his and hers

walk-in-robes and luxurious ensuite with bespoke finishes, it is sure to impress. Three further double bedrooms all feature

built-in-robes and are serviced by a stylish, generously sized, family bathroom. The bonus of a third living in this wing, is

perfect for those wanting a large rumpus/ activity zone for the kids or visiting guests.Offering a level of quality and

numerous additional features such as plantation shutters and ducted-air, nothing about this home is standard. Modern

homes offering this bespoke finish and clever, one-off design are extremely rare in this price bracket so book your early

inspection to avoid missing out.   Features include:- Massive side access and additional parking spaces.- Well-designed and

free-flowing floor plan would suit families and empty nesters alike- Double garage with internal access- Steel frame

construction and oozing quality from start to finish.


